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Abstract

We consider the problem of inferring the underlying graph using samples from a Markov ran-
dom field defined on the graph. In particular, we consider the special but interesting case when
the underlying graph comes from a distribution on sparse graphs.

We provide matching upper and lower bounds for the sample-complexity of learning the un-
derlying graph of a hard-core model, when the underlying graph model in G (n,d/n). We also
survey some recent results on inferring pairwise Markov random fields from samples on graphs
drawn from G (n,d/n) and from random graphs of degree at most d .

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Markov random fields (MRFs) originated in statistical mechanics in the form of spin systems such as
the Ising and Potts models [4,6]. Since then, they have become an important tool for the modeling of
interactions between subsystems in a wide variety of machine learning applications (see, e.g., [7] for a
survey). In a typical application, a system is modeled as a network G of vertices, and a configuration
of the system is an assignment of values from some fixed domain Ω to the vertices. The system is
probabilistic, and the edges of the network determine the dependency structure between the vertices
in the following sense. For any subsets S,T and U of nodes such that the removal of T disconnects S
and U in G , the distribution of the configurations restricted to S and U are conditionally independent
given the configuration on T . The celebrated Hammersley-Clifford theorem [3] guarantees that when
G is finite, joint distributions on the nodes of G which satisfy the above conditional independence
criterion are precisely those which factorize over the cliques in G . An important sub-class of MRFs
is that of pairwise MRFs; these are MRFs in which the Hammersley-Clifford factorization has non-
trivial contributions only from the vertices and edges in G (i.e., only from cliques of size at most 2).
In this article, we will be concerned almost exclusively with these models.

One can associate two natural classes of inference problems with MRFs. Firstly, one can assume
that the network G itself is known, in which case the natural inference problem is to use samples from
the MRF to estimate the vertex and edge potentials that define the MRF (see section 2.1 for the formal
definition of an MRF in terms of these potentials). However, in this article, we will be concerned with
the so called model selection problem, which is concerned with inferring the edges in the MRF given
samples from the MRF. More formally, we assume that the graph G on n nodes underlying the MRF
is drawn from a known distribution (we will deal mostly with the Erdős-Rényi distribution G (n,d/n),
and with the uniform distribution Gd (n) on graphs of degree at most d). We are then provided with
s(n) samples from the MRF, and our goal is to produce a graph Ĝ such that G = Ĝ with probability at
least 1−on(1) over the choice of G , the samples, and any randomization in our inference algorithm.
The complexity of this problem is evaluated in terms of two parameters:
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• The sample complexity, which is the smallest number of samples required in order to infer the
underlying graph with good confidence.

• The time complexity of the inference algorithm itself.

1.2 Contributions

In this article, we consider the problem of inferring graphical structures when the underlying graph
is drawn from the Erdős-Rényi distribution G (n,d/n). Specifically, we show upper and lower bounds
on the sampling complexity for inferring the underlying graph G drawn from G (n,d/n) given samples
from the hard-core model on G (this is a pairwise MRF which is a generalization of uniformly random
independent sets: see section 2.2 for the formal definition). We also give a simple n2+O(1/loglogn)

algorithm for the reconstruction. Our results are summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1 (Informal). Consider a graph G drawn from G (n,d/n). There exists an algorithm which,
given nO(1/loglogn) samples from the hard core model on G, produces in time n2+O(1/loglogn) a graph Ĝ
such that G = Ĝ with probability at least 1−o(1) over the random choice of G and the samples. Further,
nΩ(1/loglogn) samples are required in order to achieve a probability of error smaller than 1/3.

The main technique used in inferring MRFs on bounded degree graphs (such as those drawn
from Gd (n), as considered by Bresler, Mossel and Sly [2]) can be described as neighborhood analysis.
In this method, the empirical correlations of a vertex v with all of its nΘ(d) candidate neighborhoods
are tested in order to infer its actual neighborhood. This technique is quite powerful, and provides a
sample complexity of O(logn) with only mild restrictions on the potentials of the MRF. However, the
running time of such an algorithm is nΩ(d), and hence a direct application to the case of G (n,d/n)
would yield a quasi-polynomial time algorithm (since G(n,d/n) contains several vertices of degree

Θ
(

logn
loglogn

)
with high probability). Anandkumar, Tan, Huang and Willsky [1] get around this difficulty

with the additional assumption of correlation decay (see section 5 for more details). The results of
both Bresler et al. [2] and Anandkumar et al. [1] are focused towards “soft-constraint” models, and
provide tightΘ(logn) upper and lower bounds on the sample complexity.

In contrast, in our setting of the hard core model (Theorem 1.1), we are able to leverage the “hard”
constraints to provide a very simple reconstruction algorithm for G (n,d/n) which does not depend
upon decay of correlations. Further, unlike the soft constraint setting of Bresler et al. [2] and Anand-
kumar et al. [1] where the right answer for the sample complexity turns out to be Θ(logn), we are
able to show that the sampling complexity is nΘ(1/loglogn). However, the fact that our algorithm de-
pends crucially on the fact that our MRF has “hard-constraints” can be seen as a drawback of our
Theorem 1.1 as compared to the results for soft-constraints models cited above.

We prove Theorem 1.1 in two parts; the upper bound is proved as Theorem 3.1 in section 3.1 and
the lower bound on the sample complexity is proved as Theorem 3.2 in section 3.2. We then discuss
some previous results on inferring MRFs on bounded degree graphs drawn from Gd (n) [2], and on
the use of correlation decay to inference on graphs drawn from G (n,d/n) [1] in sections 4 and 5
respectively.

2 Preliminaries

We will denote by G (n,d/n) the Erdős-Rényi random graph model where each edge is present in-
dependently with probability d/n, and by Gd (n) the set of graphs of degree at most d on n vertices.
With a slight abuse of notation, we will also sometimes denote the uniform distribution on Gd (n) by
Gd (n). All graphs in the this article are assumed to be undirected.
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2.1 Markov random fields

In this paper, we will mostly be concerned with the special class of pairwise Markov random fields
(also known as spin systems). Given a finite set Ω of spins, and a graph G = (V ,E), such a Markov
random field (MRF) is defined in terms of edge activities w{u,v} :Ω2 → R+ for each e = {u, v} ∈ E , and
vertex activities wv : Ω→ R+ (the edge potentials are assumed to be symmetric functions of their
argument). A configuration σ ∈ ΩV is an assignment of spins to the vertices. The Markov random
field then assigns a probability p(σ) to each configuration σ where

p(σ) ∝ w(σ) ··=
∏

{u,v}∈E
w{u,v}(σu ,σv )

∏
v∈V

wv (σv ) .

A Markov random field is said to have hard constraints if there are configurations in ΩV to which it
assigns a probability of 0.

Example 2.1. (Hard core model). This is an MRF with hard constraints in which the allowed con-
figurations are the independent sets of the graphs. Formally, we have we (1,1) = 0 and we (0,1) =
we (1,0) = we (0,0) = 1 for all edges e, while wv (1) = λ and wv (0) = 1 for all vertices v , where λ > 0 is
also called the fugacity. Thus, for an independent set I , the probability p(I ) is proportional to λ|I |;
and the setting λ= 1 corresponds to the uniform distribution on all independent sets.

Example 2.2. ((Zero field) Ising model) This is a soft-constraint model with the set of spins Ω =
{+,−}, wv (+) = wv (−) = 1 for all vertices v ∈V and we (+,+) = we (−,−) = eβ and we (+,−) = we (−,+) =
1 for all e ∈ E . The model was initially proposed in statistical physics as a tool for the qualitative
study of phase transition in magnets. The parameter β is called the inverse temperature. The setting
β> 0 is called ferromagnetic, since neighboring spins have a propensity for having equal spins; while
the setting β < 0 is called anti-ferromagnetic, since neighboring spins have a propensity for having
different spins.

2.2 Hard core model

We will need some simple facts about the marginals of the hard core model on trees and graphs. Let
T be a tree rooted at a vertex v , and let vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ d be the children of v . By a slight abuse of
notation, we will denote by pu the probability of vertex u in the tree T being occupied in the hard
core distribution restricted to the subtree rooted at u. We call pu the occupation probability. We
further denote by Rv the occupation ratio Rv ··= pv

1−pv
. The Rv ’s follow the well known recurrence (see,

e.g., [8])

Rv =λ
d∏

i=1

1

1+Rvi

. (1)

Using eq. (1) (and, for example, Weitz’s translation for marginals of the hard core on general
graphs to trees), we obtain the following simple lower bound on the occupation probability in the
hard core model.

Observation 2.1. Consider the hard core model with fugacity λ on a graph G, and let v be a vertex in
G of degree d. Then there exits a constant c = c(λ) such that for a random independent set I chosen
according to the hard core distribution,

P [v ∈ I ] ≥ exp(−cd) .

Further, if u is any other vertex such that {u, v} is not an edge in G, then we also have

P [v ∈ I ||| u ∈ I ] ≥ exp(−cd) .
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3 Inference in the hard-core model

We now consider the problem of inferring the underlying graph from samples drawn from the hard
core model. We assume that the underlying graph is drawn from the random graph model G (n,d/n).

3.1 Upper bound

We first give a simple algorithm for reconstructing the underlying graph using samples from the hard
core model. Our algorithm obtains s samples I = (I1, I2, . . . , Is) from the hard core model on a graph
G drawn from G (n,d/n), and then produces an output graph Ĝ as follows:

• For each candidate edge {u, v}:

– If there exists an i , 1 ≤ i ≤ s such that one of the independent sets Ii contains both u and
v , then reject {u, v}, else include {u, v} in Ĝ .

• Return Ĝ .

We then prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Consider the hard core model with fugacity λ ∈ [λl ,λu], where λl and λu are fixed con-

stants. There exists a constant c = c(λl ,λu ,d) such that for s ≥ exp
(
c · logn

loglogn

)
, the output Ĝ of the

above algorithm is the same as G with probability at least 1− 1/n. Here, the probability is over the
random choice of G and of the random samples from the hard core model on G.

Remark 3.1. Although Theorem 3.1 is stated and proved in the case when the fugacity λ is the same
across all vertices, it is easy to see that the proof generalizes easily to the case where teh fugacity is
allowed to vary across vertices.

Theorem 3.1 shows that nO(1/loglogn) samples are sufficient to reconstruct the underlying graph
of the hard core model: we provide a matching lower bound of nΘ(1/loglogn) on the sample com-
plexity in section 3.2. We also notice that the total time complexity of our algorithm is O(ns) =
O(n2+O(1/loglogn)). We now prove Theorem 3.1.

Proof. Let (1+δ) ··= 5
d · logn

loglogn . We will show that with high probability the degree dv of every vertex
in G is at most d(1+δ) = 5logn/loglogn. By a standard Chernoff bound, we have

P [dv ≥ d(1+δ)] ≤ exp
[−d

(
(1+δ) log(1+δ)−δ

)]
≤ 1

n4.9 , for n large enough.

Let E be the event that dv ≤ d(1+δ) for all vertices in v . By a union bound, we then have P [E ] ≥
1−n−3.9.

Now consider any pair of vertices u, v in G that are not connected by an edge. Consider a random
independent set I drawn from the hard core model on G . From Observation 2.1, we then have

P [u, v ∈ I ||| E ] ≥ p ··= exp

(
−2c · 5logn

loglogn

)
,

where c is a constant depending only upon λl and λu . Now consider s independent samples I =
(I1, I2, . . . , Is) from the hard core model on s. Using the definition of p, we see that

P [{u, v} 6⊆ Ii for all 1 ≤ i ≤ s ||| E ] ≤ (1−p)s ≤ e−ps .
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Thus, by a union bound over the edges followed by correction for the condition of the high probability
event E , the probability of failure Pfailure of the algorithm is given by

Pfailure ≤ n2e−ps +P [¬E ] ,

which is at most 1
n for n large enough if we choose s =

⌈
5logn

p

⌉
≤ exp

(
3c · 5logn

loglogn

)
.

3.2 Lower bound

We now proceed to prove a lower bound on the sample complexity for reconstruction in the hard core
model. More precisely, we will show the following theorem on the performance of any deterministic
maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator for the underlying graph G . Since any other estimator has a
probability of error lower bounded by the error of a MAP estimator, the result applies to all estimators.

Theorem 3.2. Let G be a graph drawn from G (n,d/n). Consider a sequence I = (I1, I2, . . . , Is) of s
independent samples from the hard core model with fugacity λ > 0 on G, and let MAP(I ) denote the
output of the MAP estimator on input I . Then, there exists a constant c = c(λ,d) such that for s ≤
exp

(
c · logn

loglogn

)
, we have

PG ,I [MAP(I ) 6=G] ≥ 1

2
−on(1).

Theorem 3.2 thus shows that at least nΘ(1/loglogn) samples are required to reconstruct the under-
lying graph of the hard core model. This complements Theorem 3.1 which showed that reconstruc-
tion is possible with nO(1/loglogn) samples.

We now proceed to prove Theorem 3.2. We begin with the definition of an event S on which MAP
fails with non-negligible probability. Let G be the underlying graph drawn from G (n,d/n) and let
I = (I1, I2, . . . , Is) be a sequence of s samples drawn from the hardcore model on G . We then define
the event S as follows:

S ··=
{
(G , I ) ||| ∃G ′ 6=G with P [G] = P

[
G ′] and P

[
Ī |||G

]= P
[
Ī |||G ′] (1+on(1))

}
. (2)

Notice that if (G , I ) ∈ S, then there is a graph G ′ 6= G such that P [G ||| I ] = P
[
G ′ ||| I

]
(1+ on(1)). We

therefore have the following simple observation.

Observation 3.3. PG ,I [MAP(I ) 6=G ||| S] ≥ 1
2 −on(1).

Thus, in order to establish Theorem 3.2, it is sufficient to show that there exists a constant c = c(λ,d)
such that for s ≤ exp

(
c · logn

loglogn

)
, we have P [S] ≥ 1−on(1).

In order to prove this statement, we begin with the notion of a faithful copy of a small graph in
another graph. Recall that a copy of a graph H in the complete graph Kn is a subgraph of Kn that is
isomorphic to H [5].

Definition 3.1. (Faithful copy). Let H = (VH ,EH ) be a fixed graph, and let G = (VG ,EG ) be another
graph. A copy T of H in the complete graph KVG is called a faithful copy of H in G if T is an induced
subgraph of G such that all the edges in G incident on vertices in T are contained in T .

Note that our notion of having a faithful copy is slightly stronger than the usual notion of sub-
graph containment [5]. However, we can still prove similar results about existence of faithful copies
as those known about subgraph containment.

Lemma 3.4. There exists a constant α = α(d) such that the following is true. Let Hn = (Vn ,En) be a

sequence of forests such that |Vn | ≤ α · logn
loglogn . Then, a graph G drawn from G (n,d/n) has a faithful

copy of Hn with probability at least 1−on(1).
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The proof of Lemma 3.4 requires some technical calculations, and we defer it to appendix A. We
first show how to use it to prove Theorem 3.2.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. As discussed above, we only need to show that P [S] ≥ 1−on(1), where the event
S is as defined in eq. (2).

Let G be drawn from G (n,d/n), and consider the graph H shown in Figure 1 (α is as in the state-

ment of Lemma 3.4). Since H is a forest of size less that α · logn
loglogn , Lemma 3.4 implies that with

probability at least 1−o(1), G contains a faithful copy of H .

Figure 1: The subgraph H

We now condition on the event EH that G contains a faithful copy of H , and define G ′ = G −
{u, v1}+ {u, v2}, where u, v1 and v2 are the special vertices in H identified in the figure. Since G and
G ′ contain the same number of edges, we have P [G] = P

[
G ′]. Further since the vertices u, v1 and

v2, all have α
100

logn
loglogn children, each of which, in turn, have zero children, in both G and G ′, the tree

recurrence (eq. (1)) implies that for an independent set I drawn from the hard core model on either
G or G ′, we have

P [x ∈ I ] ≤ exp

(
−c1 · logn

loglogn

)
for x = u, v1 or v2,

where c1 = c1(λ,d) is a constant. Let Esame be the event that none of u, v1, and v2 are present in
any of the s independently drawn samples I = (I1, I2, . . . , Is) from the hard core model on G . By
a union bound, we therefore have P [Esame |||G] ≥ 1− a′ and P

[
Esame |||G ′] ≥ 1− a′, where a′ ··= 3s ·

exp
(
−c1 · logn

loglogn

)
.

Since conditioning on Esame makes the connectivity structure on the vertices u, v and w irrel-

evant, we further have P [I ||| Esame,G] = P [I ||| Esame,G]. Choosing s = exp
(
−c1 · logn

2loglogn

)
, we there-

fore see that with probability at least 1 − a′ = 1 − on(1), the observed vector I satisfies P [I |||G] =
P

[
I |||G ′] (1+on(1)).
Recalling that the above argument was conditioned on the event EH , and that P [EH ] ≥ 1−o(1),

we finally get that when the sample size s is chosen to be at most exp
(
−c1 · logn

2loglogn

)
as described

above, P [S] is at lest 1−on(1). As discussed above, this already proves the theorem.

4 Inference in bounded degree graphs

In this section we briefly describe the results and proof techniques of Bresler et al. [2], who study the
reconstruction problem for MRFs on graphs drawn from the uniform distribution on the set Gd (n) of
graphs of degree at most d . They show that under mild conditions on the edge interactions of the un-
derlying MRF (conditions which are true, e.g, for the Ising model), the sample complexity isΘ(logn).
They further give nO(d) reconstruction algorithms under these assumptions. We first describe their
lower bound proof.
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4.1 Lower Bound

The lower bound of Ω(d logn) is demonstrated using a information-theoretic argument. The first
observation is that it is sufficient to consider deterministic algorithms, since the smallest error prob-
ability is achieved by a deterministic maximum a posteriori (MAP) decision rule. Since the underly-
ing distribution on Gd (n) is uniform, the lower bound proof then boils down to showing that at least
cd logn samples are need for the size of the image of the MAP decision rule to be comparable to the
size of Gd (n). This is achieved in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1 ( [2]). Suppose d ≤ nα with α< 1. Then the number of graphs with max degree at most d,
|Gd (n)|, satisfies

log |Gd (n)| =Ω(nd logn).

It follows that we needΩ(d logn) samples to reconstruct the graph.

4.2 Upper bound

As stated in the introduction, the upper bound proofs of Bresler et al. [2] are based on a “neighbor-
hood analysis” technique. We present only a brief sketch of their argument here.

At a high level, the algorithms of Bresler et al. take the following form: given a vertex v , all possible
candidate neighborhoods U are tested using empirical conditional probabilities. The test itself may
be seen as looking for a witness w where w and v are non-trivially correlated conditioned on U .
Under some mild conditions on the strength of the edge interactions, Bresler et al. are able to show
that given O(logn) samples, the empirical estimates of these correlations are accurate enough (with
high probability) that any U with N (v)*U will fail the test.

However, testing for all candidate neighborhoods yields a nO(d) running time. Nevertheless, for
models with correlation decay, Bresler et al. show that one only needs to consider candidate neigh-
borhoods of v that are subsets of nodes which exhibit high empirical correlation with v . Further,
under the assumption of correlation decay on a graph of degree at most some constant d , all such
nodes are contained within a constant distance of v with high probability. Using this observation,
Bresler et al. are able to improve the running time to O(n2 logn) when correlation decay holds for the
underlying MRF.

As pointed out above, the “neighborhood analysis” approach as outlined above will in general
yield quasi-polynomial running time for models like G (n,d/n) which have high degree vertices.
However, in the bounded degree setting, the results of Bresler et al. have the advantage of being
applicable to a very wide range of MRFs.

5 Inference on G (n,d/n): correlation decay

Anandkumar et al. [1] study the graph reconstruction problem for several MRFs under the assump-
tion of correlation decay. Of particular relevance to us here are their results for the Ising model on
G (n,d/n). They show that under a suitable assumption about correlation decay and on the edge
potentials, the sample complexity for reconstruction is Θ(logn), with a polynomial running time for
the reconstruction algorithm. Recall that a naïve application of the “neighborhood analysis” tech-
nique of Bresler et al. [2] gives a quasi-polynomial running time when the underlying graph model is
G (n,d/n). We now give a brief sketch of the arguments of Anandkumar et al..

The key observation for their upper bound proof is that graphs in G (n,d/n) are locally tree-like.
In particular, the authors show that with high probability, for any two vertices u and v in a graph G

drawn from G (n,d/n), there are at most two paths from u to v of length smaller than logn
4logd . This

implies that for any two nodes u, v not connected to each other by an edge, there exists a set of size 2
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whose removal will eliminate all short paths between u and v . The assumption of correlation decay
is then used to argue that the longer paths between u and v will make a negligible contribution to the
correlation between the state and u and v . This leads to the O(n4) reconstruction algorithm where
for each pair u, v of vertices, we look for two nodes x, y such that conditioned on x, y , the empirical
correlation between u, v is insignificant. If such x, y exist, we deduce that there is no edge between u
and v , otherwise we deduce that the edge {u, v} is present in G . With the assumption of correlation
decay (and conditions analogous to those of Bresler et al. [2] imposed on the edge potentials), it
turns out that O(logn) samples are enough to estimate the required empirical correlations with high
enough accuracy and confidence.

The authors also prove a Ω
(
logn

)
lower bound for the sample complexity of the reconstruction

problems they consider. Their proof is similar in spirit to the lower bound proof of Bresler et al.
discussed in section 4.1. Recall that in the proof of Bresler et al., it was argued that for a given number
of samples s = O(logn), the range R of a deterministic estimator is of size at most |Ω|ns which is
much smaller than the number of graphs in Gd (n). The only difference in this setting comes from
the fact that G (n,d/n) is not a uniform distribution on all the graphs in its domain. Hence, instead
of comparing the size of R to the total number of graphs on which G (n,d/n) is supported, one has to
argue that total probability mass of any set of at most |Ω|ns graphs is negligible.

6 Future Work

An obvious next step is to generalize the results obtained here for the hard core model on G (n,d/n) to
other hard constraint models such as random colorings; we expect this to be a straightforward exten-
sion of the methods used in the proofs in section 3. In contrast, a more challenging open problem is
to simplify the correlation-decay based algorithms of Anandkumar et al. for inference on G (n,d/n).
Currently, their algorithm may be viewed as doing a somewhat more global version of “neighborhood
analysis” where all possible candidate small separators between two given vertices u and v are tested
in order to infer whether u and v are connected by an edge in the graph. This makes the runtime
of the reconstruction algorithm exponential in the size of such separators, and it will be interesting
to find an algorithm which has a runtime of n2+o(1). We note here that our current methods do not
seem to be of much help for this problem since they use the “hard-constraint” nature of the hard core
distribution crucially.

Another avenue of future work is to extend Theorem 1.1 to other models of random graphs that
are sparse on average, such as power law graphs.
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A Proof of Lemma 3.4

Our proof has the same structure as the well-known second moment arguments for small-subgraph
containment [5]. For a graph A, we will denote by e A , v A and aA the number of edges, vertices and
automorphisms of A. We have the following simple observation.

Observation A.1. Let T be a copy of a graph A in the complete graph Kn . We then have

P
[
T is a faithful copy of A in G (n,d/n)

]= (
d

n

)e A
(
1− d

n

)v A (n−v A )+(v A
2 )−e A

=
(

d

n

)e A

e−d v A (1+on(1)) when v A = on(logn).

Let G be a graph drawn from G (n,d/n). For any copy T of the forest H in the complete graph Kn ,
we will denote by IT the indicator random variable for the event “T is a faithful copy of H in G”, and
by X ··=∑

IT the number of faithful copies of H in G . We will use the following version of Chebyshev’s
inequality:

P [X = 0] ≤ Var [X ]

E [X ]2 .

Thus, in order to prove Lemma 3.4, it is sufficient to prove that Var [X ] ≤ E [X ]2 on(1). We now begin
with the proof.

Proof of Lemma 3.4. We begin by calculating E [X ]. Since there are
( n

vH

) vH !
aH

distinct copies of H in the
complete graph, Observation A.1 gives

E [X ] =
(

n

vH

)
vH !

aH

(
d

n

)eH

e−d v A (1+on(1)) ≥ 1

vH !
nvH−eH d eH e−d v A (1+on(1)).

We now consider the variance Var [X ] = ∑
S,T E [IS IT ]−E [IS] IT , where the sum ranges over all pairs

of copies (S,T ) of H in Kn . We now break the sum into contributions coming from pairs (S,T ) such
that S ∩T =U , where U is some subgraph of H . We now use the fact that if S ∩T =;, then E [IS IT ] =
E [IS]E [IT ] (1+on(1)), so that ( ∑

S∩T=;
E [IS IT ]

)
−E [X ]2 ≤ E [X ]2 on(1). (3)

9
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We now consider pairs such that S∩T is a copy of U , where U is some subgraph of H with vU > 0. We
then have ∑

S∩T=U
E [IS IT ] ≤ n2vH−vU−2eH+eU d 2eH−eU e−d(2vH−vU )(1+on(1)). (4)

We now denote by W the subgraph of H with vW > 0 for which the quantity in eq. (4) is maximized.
Since there are at most 2eH subgraphs of H , we can combine eqs. (3) and (4) to get

Var [X ]

E [X ]2 ≤ on(1)+ 2eH (vH !)2

nvw−eW
d−eW edeW (1+on(1)). (5)

Since W is a subgraph of a forest H with vW > 0, we must have vw −ew ≥ 1. Further, we can choose α

a small enough constant so that when vH ≤α · log
loglogn , we have vH ! =O(n0.1). Substituting these into

eq. (5), we get the required bound Var[X ]
E[X ]2 ≤ on(1).
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